WAVE OF CHANGE
Iberostar Group leads with purpose in its pursuit to set the standard for responsible tourism.
Iberostar’s pioneering responsible tourism movement, Wave of Change, consists of three pillars moving beyond plastics and towards a circular economy, promoting the responsible consumption of
seafood and improving coastal health.
Wave of Change is designed in line with Objectives 12 and 14 of the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) established by the United Nations, “Responsible Consumption and Production” and “Life
Below Water,” respectively. Oceans are home to more than 80% of life on the planet and Iberostar is
committed to protecting the oceans.
Through Wave of Change, Iberostar is now single-use plastics free in the hotel rooms across its entire
portfolio and single-use plastic free in its entire operations by the end of 2020. Iberostar will expand on
these achievements through its commitment to become waste free by 2025 and carbon neutral by
2030.

Through its coral restoration program, Wave of Change has established three coral nurseries (one in
the Dominican Republic and two in Mexico) and built a fully functional on-land coral reef laboratory at

its hotel, Iberostar Bavaro, in the Dominican Republic. This, in addition to other coastal health
programs, is to ensure that all ecosystems surrounding Iberostar properties are in improving
ecological health by 2030.

On World Oceans Day, Iberostar launched one of the sector's most ambitious roadmaps to 100%
responsible sourcing of seafood by 2025. Included in that roadmap is a path to source 45% of
Iberostar’s total seafood volume from responsible sources by the end of 2020.

In 2020, Iberostar announced its agenda working towards 2030:

Please visit www.waveofchange.com for more information or follow us on social media: Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram

Iberostar Group is a 100% family-owned multinational Spanish company, dedicated for more than 60
years to tourism, and with origins in the footwear industry dating back to 1877. The main line of business
is Iberostar Hotels & Resorts with a portfolio of over one hundred 4 and 5-star hotels and more than
34.000 rooms in 16 countries. The Group has a global workforce above 34,500 people of
91 nationalities. There are two other business entities: a holiday Club, The Club, and travel and inbound
services, World2Meet.
Iberostar is owned by the Fluxà family and chaired by Miguel Fluxá Rosselló, founder of the Group’s
current hotel unit and the Iberostar Hotels & Resorts brand. His daughters Sabina y Gloria are the
Company’s two Vice-Chairwomen. Sabina Fluxá is also the Group’s CEO and Gloria Fluxà holds
the post of Chief Sustainability Officer.
The company has positioned itself as an international benchmark in responsible tourism by promoting
a more sustainable business model focused on the care for people and the environment, and boosting
circularity policies. It pursues its own 2030 Agenda aimed at eliminating waste, neutralizing carbon
emissions and improving the health of the ecosystems surrounding its hotels, among other targets. The

Wave of Change movement reflects this commitment and the company's effort to share it with all of
society.

Additionally, Iberostar concentrates part of this commitment to responsible tourism through its
foundation. The Iberostar Foundation was established in 2004 to manage Iberostar Group's
philanthropic work and now is part of the Group's Sustainability Office. Its work is based on four areas
of action: Education, People, Coastal Health and Social Innovation.. of action: Education, People and
Social Innovation.

Innovation and digital commitment
Iberostar Group promotes differentiation in the customer experience through constant product
innovation and digital commitment. The result is a differentiated guest experience characterised by
outstanding quality, imbued by the Group’s DNA and associated with its brand objectives. Products and
services created in this sense:
● Star Camp: an value-based entertainment program for children that also guarantees fun and
contact with nature. With an appearance reminiscent of the Scout movement, this programme is
rooted in pedagogical principles and applies Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences
offering more than 140 activities designed for entertainment that encourage children’s integral
growth and development based on values that also form part of the chain’s philosophy.
● Honest Food: wellness-based gastronomy. This consists of the consumption of fresh, natural
produce prepared using homemade methods; respect for the food we eat and the environment;
and the desire to discover new cultures and destinations through cuisine.
● Aliveness: a concept that delivers a healthy experience both inside and outside the hotel,
enabling guests to reconnect with their inner selves.
Iberostar invests in technological development and implements new processes automated and
digitized in order to tailor its offer to customers needs and preferences in a way that is both fast and
effective. The latest news was the launching of a number of innovations in 2019, including voice-based
room bookings, integrating part of its inventory into Google Assistant. 2019 also saw a technologicalbased boost for its collaborators’ network. One of the highlights was the agreement with Amazon for the
delivery of guests’ purchases. Some other examples are the internal processes for the control of
cleaning of the rooms, the facilities presents online check-in, mobile application and hotel automated
control system. Also, thanks to digitization projects the company has managed to reduce the paper
consumption.
Iberostar portfolio
Destinations: Iberostar Hotels & Resorts operates in 16 countries: Spain, Portugal, Hungary,
Greece,Montenegro, Tunisia, Morocco, Cape Verde, México, Dominican Republic Cuba, Jamaica,
Brazil and USA.
The chain’s portfolio comprises one hundred four and five-star hotels in the best locations which
offer excellent service with its own personality thanks to the people who take care of the customers
and the places. Iberostar portfolio is grouped into 3 segments:
● City hotels: hotels situated in the centre of several of the world’s finest tourist cities. Examples
include Havana, Rome and Barcelona.
● Beachfront resorts: beachfront hotels and resorts.

●

Historic hotels known as Iberostar Heritage: hotels that invite guests to explore the traditions
of unique destinations, enabling them to delve into their wealth of culture, art and past at their
leisure.

The beachfront resorts, which make up the majority of the portfolio, are in turn divided into three
categories: Iberostar, Iberostar Selection and Iberostar Grand. The city hotels and historic hotels are
included in two of these categories: Iberostar and Iberostar Grand.
Iberostar resumes operations: How We Care
Iberostar provides a responsible, diversified customer
experience through its care for
the
environment and
people.
As
a
result, the
company
has
incorporated
health safety as another pillar to its business model and customer and employee experience.
Working closely with its Medical Advisory Board consisting of renowned experts in public health,
health security, virology and epidemiology, the Majorcan company has designed more than 300 sanitary
safety measures grouped under the four principles of How We Care: safe environment, hygiene
standards, innovative experience and social spaces. All of these have been designed while
maintaining its commitment to the circular economy policy driven by the Wave of Change movement,
aimed at protecting the environment and our oceans. The hotel chain is also working closely with its
partner SGS, the world leader in inspection, verification, analysis and certification services, which has
endorsed the disinfection and sanitization protocols for the hotels. The fundamental objective of these
measures is to innovate in the field of health and safety in order to build long-term resilience while
offering an excellent experience.

Wave of Change in the press:

When We Can Travel Again, This Hotel Is On The Right Path To Sustainability - Forbes (March 26,
2020)

Iberostar implements over 300 measures as hotels reopen - Business Traveler (June 11, 2020)

Iberostar Group joins GSSI as its first tourism funding partner - Seafood Source (May 28, 2020)
Science and storytelling: How Iberostar is engaging staff and guests with ocean issues beyond
plastics - Edie (February 13, 2020)

COULD TOURISM BE THE KEY TO GUARANTEEING THE FUTURE OF OUR OCEANS? EURONEWS (July 10, 2020)
World Oceans Day: Iberostar’s Roadmap to 100% Responsible Seafood - FTNNEWS (June 5, 2020)
How One Hotel Chain Plans To Be Carbon-Neutral by 2050 - Forbes (December 17, 2019)
Global hotel chain is teaching tourists to be more sustainable with seafood consumption - FTNNEWS
(October 15, 2019)
Hotel chain raises the bar on ocean conservation and coastal health - GreenBiz (January 7, 2019)
This international hotel’s attempt to move to sustainable fish is a lesson in the hard path to
sustainability - Fast Company (October 30, 2019)
What Makes Iberostar’s Sustainability Charge So Special - Forbes (October 29, 2018)
Iberostar’s commitment to sustainability, and coral research - Travel Weekly (August 6, 2019)
Iberostar Sponsors Coral Restoration Event - Travel Agent Central (December 17, 2018)
Iberostar Hotels & Resorts Commits To Serving Certified, Traceable Seafood - Perishable News
(June 20, 2019)

Iberostar Press Room:
https://www.iberostar.com/en/press_room/

Contact information:
oficinadecomunicacion@grupoiberostar.com
communications@grupoiberostar.com

Wave of Change social media channels:
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram

